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Letter from the Editor
Kara Hamilton

As I write this final letter, I have one week left of undergrad, and I’m truly terrified, but that’s 
really no surprise. (And I’m not sure what my plans are yet, thanks for asking.) Through this 
whirlwind of a last semester, Euphemism has been a constant comfort. I turned to this journal 
whenever I needed a reason to ignore my ever-growing to-do list, whether that was to work on 
this fall’s issue or to read the work we publish. I hope that all of our readers feel as reassured, 
astounded, and inspired as I do when they read this semester’s issue. I’m sincerely going to miss 
every aspect of being Editor-in-Chief, from the weekly meetings, to the late nights, to the end 
of semester readings. In my desperation, I even asked a faculty member if the university would 
hire me as the permanent Editor-in-Chief of Euphemism. Unfortunately, that doesn’t seem 
plausible, but here’s hoping.

I’ve worked with so many brilliant students, faculty, writers, and artists in my year as 
Editor-in-Chief. Thank you to all who took the time to serve as reviewers, editors, coordina-
tors, and advisors. I also need to thank several faculty members in the Department of English 
who brought this issue to life: our faculty advisor Jeremy Hurley for giving me much-needed 
direction, Steve Halle and Holms Troelstrop for allowing us to use their publishing expertise, 
and Jim Kalmbach for being our technical advisor, even after entering the wonderful world of 
retirement. The staff would not be the same without you all.

Finally, thank you to all who courageously submitted their work this semester; Euphemism 
remains a necessary part of ISU’s literary community because of you. Sharing your art with us 
has fostered an encouraging and welcoming platform for every voice to be heard.

Once again, thank you for reading our journal and please enjoy Issue 13.1!
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Winged Hourglass
Caitlyn Hartman

“Don’t close your eyes,” he whispered. The sand was still draining to the bottom of the 
hourglass. “I want you to see the last grains go. And know what they mean.”

She could hear him panting, feel the brush of his warm breath over the back of her neck. 
Steady, heaving, breaths. Her eyes itched to close, defiance bubbling on the back of her tongue 
like phlegm.

But she listened. And watched as the last few grains dropped to the bottom of the hourglass. 
Then it came.

He slipped a knife between her ribs, angling it just so—enough to miss her lung. A hiss 
slithered from between her teeth and her face drained. He pressed close to her back, chest 
against her shoulder blades.

“You had all the time in the world, and still no one came,” he murmured, musing. Another 
knife slipped between her ribs. Blood wept, dripping lethargically onto the concrete and splashing 
her bare feet. She still didn’t scream.

If she could, she would defy him in these last few moments. Her hands, locked heavily 
above her head, were tingling. She flexed her fingers. Curious at the sensation.

“I didn’t need anyone to come for me. I have to live with my choices, you see,” she mut-
tered finally.

She heard him suck air to the back of his teeth. Felt him shake his head. The first blade 
was pulled from the wound; crawled around to her stomach as he wrapped his arm around her 
waist. He planted the tip against her navel. He entered slowly, applying just enough pressure 
to force it just past her skin.

Glassy eyes, grey and hard, stared out into the dark, and her teeth pressed to the inside of 
her cheek.

“It will be easier if you scream. You can’t hold it all in by yourself.”
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She shook her head; exhaled slowly.
“Just let go. The sand’s out. There’s no point anymore.”
Stubborn silence.
Shadows curled over his face. They seemed to bristle at his ankles.
“Come on. I said scream!”
He wasn’t trying to coax anything from her lips now. He was taking what belonged to him. 

The knife thrust forward, burying the blade halfway in the softness of her belly.
That scream he so hungered for clawed its way up her throat, but she bit it back with a 

snarl, tearing off its head and swallowing it down where it silently leaked out with the blood 
that now coated her thighs.

She closed her eyes. Breathing steadily and slowly through her nose.
“I said don’t,” he whispered. His hand came to close below her jaw and he shook her head 

back and forth. “Open. I want to see the light leave that famous flaming iris.”
“No.”
Her life was pooling fast at her feet. She felt it slide, thick and wet between her toes.
“Open. Or I will cut off your eyelids.”
“They’ll be dull by then.”
The blade went deeper. Up to the hilt now. She choked. Too many screams fighting at her 

cheeks and tongue, stumbling over themselves before dying and slinking mutely back down 
to her gut.

The steady, rhythmic dripping turned to a little torrent and splashed down; eager, as though 
she willed the blood through her wounds.

He was desperate. There was a wild look to his eye. His wrist twitched, and the knife curled, 
stirring her insides, slicing them to thin strips.

A grim sheen formed. Clammy and waxed as all the color left her pink skin.
“You will scream.”
Her head was lolling forward, knees buckling. She was dying. Too quickly. He let go of the 
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knife and it splashed into the puddle. His other hand came up, shaking her, jerking up her face.
“Open your eyes! I’m not done. I haven’t heard you.”
He dropped her head, only to slip two fingers in the opening on her side.
And at that, she lifted her gaze and smiled just slightly. Lips blue.
“I win.”
Slumped. Dead.
Snarling, he ripped the chains from the ceiling and hurled her to the side. Bloodied fingers 

ran roughly through his hair.
Metal scraped the concrete and his head tilted back. Her voice smug and oozing from behind.
“It’s my turn.”
The hourglass flipped over.
Sand began hissing towards the bottom.
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Run on.
Emily Bauer

you make my insides
feel as if they are
swirling with the clouds of
a cotton candy sky
that seeps
strawberry ice cream chills
and Saturday night romance
that sends brain wave
urges to grab your hands
as your turn away
from me—
internal calamity
erupting within like my
own personal atomic bomb
that my bones are not prepared
to work with because
you aren’t the guy
my mother saw me ending up with
so it makes my heart
shake volcanically
quite a bit
and it irritates my blood
to have a filthy red fit
that splatters all over my white walls
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when you allow your gaze
to fall onto me—
it is contagious like the flu,
instantaneously working
like drugs do
because you, my friend
are just something else and
our cotton candy sky only
reaches so high
but I like to imagine
the places you’d take me
with roads paved with
bare feet, bit lips, and
freshly brewed coffee
that burns our tongues
and you, yes you
drive across my
imaginary lines
into divine places
your face is
so close to mine
so just
tell me.
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Clairvoyance
Alexis Foran

Visiting graveyards for the first time in years
Becoming embodied in the past. But ghosts of the present
break the illusion,
And tear me to the frightening possible future.
Cursed banshees pass quietly (for once)
In the darkness,
I venture on.

Undeserved reliving of memories,
In places of too much terror.
I remember, I remember, I remember.
I forgot.
I forget.
No favors Foran,
It runs in the family.

Mass graves, unmarked;
Unknown or forgotten?
And yet missed in the subconscious
hearts of ones that felt compelled to run.
Death is but a door to
The mother of original sin,
A boundless empty void.
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You feel it,
A persistent gaze piercing,
Boring holes into the back of your skull.
A known suspicion because of
Familiar hauntings,
But never quite investigated.
A creeping specter lurking behind
But never quite catching up.
Still skeptical because it never quite
Caught you by the throat.
You don’t understand.
The nails never dug crescent graves
In the back of your neck.
I can see it in the way you look at me
When I tell you I have to escape.
You just cannot tell that the half moon graves
Healed into tombstones.

Our Lady of Ransom,
Watch over my flight.

Because I’m trying to repent,
But you cannot retrieve this captive,
Ascending with the moon at her feet,
Clothed with the sun,
Wearing a crown of 12 stars.
I am a willing captive, take me.
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Safe travels, do well,
And god damn speed.
Fleeing into the night,
Quietly terrorizing sleep to stay away from me,
While I run somewhere, somewhere, somewhere,
Else.
The graveyards I leave behind are ephemeral,
There will always be more—somewhere, somewhere, somewhere,
Else.
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chicago the holiest house
Naudia Williams

Chicago as a church house
We welcome you to the first church of God in Chicago, our pastor the prestigious Harold 
Washington resides

Where the 50 cents juices and frooties runneth over

He sits in a gilded seat with open arms for his fallen children

We praise for their namesake,

Our proud evangelist Gwendolyn brooks, 
reads them a prayers in her lap

Our morning announcements from deacon gil Scott Heron
The gospel of Chicago will not be televised the gospel of Chicago will not be televised
Echoed back as the new testament

Reverend Jesse jackson a rainbow pushed too high in the sky almost close to glory
A prayer from our deacon chancelor Bennett
As he prays for Chatham and so on

Our angels ask the devil to check it out
He an opp and he on the wrong side of town
Cuz hell is always downtown
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Rham what you doing out south
His sins to be accounted for now
 This is his judgement day
And Jesus looks just like Laquan McDonald
Before the gun crucified him
Here the pews are meant to serve and protect
No need for cpd in this holy place

The lord’s supper a holy trinity of Harold’s, uncle Remus and sharks
Our sanctuary a store front Baba’s

Our holy oil is mild sauce, to touch the bellies of the sick and impoverished
Reparations to grow back all the Cabrini green thumbs
Cuz too many flowers dressed tombstones and not enough playgrounds

Here immorality is real.
Concrete no longer cripples children
Hashtags don’t swallow their names anymore
Roses in the streets to bless the feet that footwork

In Donda’s house are many mansion
one day when this life is over I’ll fly away is the sweet hum from the mouths of babies taken too 
soon
The fire hydrants rain out nostalgia of being vagabonds on the low end and in Englewood
Our dreams have touched the hymn of Jesus garment
And we don’t have to beat buckets to feed our families anymore
Everyday is a juke/house party with perfect rotation dj’ed by herb Kent, Doug banks and silk
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Hadiya Pendleton plays symphonies with muddy waters
In heaven the shooters and the victims can both live in harmony cuz ain’t no ghettos pushing 
violence down their throats no more

Here our feet work almost as fast as God.
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Routines
Alec Rigik

Brush once after breakfast and once before bed and that’s it. That’s what you do, no excuses. 
Yellow two-minute timer with the music notes on it. Could hear Mom singing from her room 
sometimes when you brushed. She had a lovely voice. Had to brush, song or not. No excuses. 
Mom checked for wet bristles.

Gotta bathe Mom says. Bathe once a week. Twice in the summer: Wednesdays and Saturdays. 
Shower later when the legs get too long—worry about that later. Get bigger, more smell means 
more showers. Showers every day. No more baths. I liked baths. We had Toy Story toys with the 
foam. Loved the foam. Showers are good too, but not when you get sick. Baths for when you get 
sick. Like soup for the body, drop in, feel better. Make you feel better, even with the long legs.

Bikes’ll kill you if the kidnappers don’t first. Can’t give em the chance. Mom says you gotta 
wear a helmet when you ride. No helmet, no ride says Mom. Dad gives the eye roll. Gotta ride 
where Mom and Dad can see. You have a birthday, you go further. Easy. Miguel’s bush. Now 
the hydrant. Freedom around the corner. Down the block to Central and around the corner 
where Mom can’t see. Don’t go where Mom can’t see or you’re back to the hoop. Nobody ever 
played on that hoop. Waste of a good driveway if you ask me.

Church every Sunday so you gotta comb your hair. Go to Sunday school. Mom and Dad lead 
it—go there instead of Big Church. Get a little bigger, move up to Big Church instead. Legs got 
too long for Sunday school I guess, but you get to go sit with the whole family in Big Church. 
Love sitting with the family. Laugh in the pews with Dad til’ Dad quits going. Gotta watch the 
house I guess. You sit with Mom and Brent on Sundays. See Dad when you get home.
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Dad says the Bears are on, says Mom’s gotta buy more ham and white bread on the way home 
from Church. Stop at the White Hen after Church, it’s a 7/11 now. Get some pop while you’re 
there. Dad liked Pepsi. Still likes Pepsi. Likes Pepsi too much, the doctor says. I got root beer—
only got to drink pop when I watched TV with Dad. Then and holidays. Smoosh the ham 
sandwich, ice in the glass, Chicago scores. I drank from the can. Made sandwiches too—smoosh 
‘em so they taste better. Cut church this fall, watch the game, put on a couple pounds. Liked 
fall weather and sandwiches with Dad. Didn’t care much about the Bears. Dad liked the Bears. 
I like Dad. Made sense. I’m back at church now. Lost some weight.

You screw up, you apologize. You apologize then you go to your room. Sit on your bed and 
talk to Jesus. Gotta apologize to Jesus. You hurt your brother, you just hurt Him too, Dad 
says. Mom says Jesus is in all of us. I’d never hit Jesus. Guy’s been through enough. Good guy. 
Apologize again, sincere this time.

It’s on your plate so you gotta eat it. Eat all of it, Dad says. Mom spent a long time cooking Dad 
says, but Dad won’t finish. Says we gotta finish but he won’t finish. Bad practice, I think. Gotta 
do what you say your kids gotta do. Still, Mom’s food’s the best. Used to burn it a lot. Now I 
burn my food on purpose so I feel at home. Feel sick if it’s not black, gotta cook mine longer.

Weekends didn’t make sense. Can’t call Sean until 10am on weekends. Can’t even call til then 
during the summer, so I call Dad at work. Loved the kitchen phone. Chewed on the curly cord. 
Bite it while I talk to Dad—keeps me away from my nails. Mom thinks it’s the cats chewing 
so I let her think that. Cut it out before she matches my dental record. Broke my own teeth 
so she wouldn’t find out—shouldn’t have brushed em more than the timer said to, longer than 
the singing. Mom quit singing cuz we said we didn’t like it. Shouldn’ta said so. Miss her songs. 
It was an accident, don’t spaz guy.
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Mom says Sean’s parents are sleeping. Says Sean’s sleeping so I can’t call him. I know he’s not 
sleeping cuz Sean reads in the mornings. Sean’s a bookworm. Woulda read 3 books by now. 
Good books. Would probably let me borrow another once this one’s done. Loved Sean’s books. 
Loved Sean. Sean works hard—he’s FBI up in Minnesota now. Bet he’s getting an accent. Bet 
he still reads and runs in the mornings. Wonder if he still thinks about Nintendo like me. I 
think about books and Nintendo and Monopoly and HORSE when I think about Sean. And 
my uncle. All that and the fridge. Sean loved our fridge and games.

Mom liked games after dinner. Brent and Dad don’t like games then. Say they don’t like cards 
ever and they never did. That hurts. I liked cards after dinner. So did Mom—we talk about 
playing cards when I come home now but we never do it. I would do it. Maybe we need more 
comfortable chairs and they’d do it. Brent likes his phone now. Texts his girlfriend. Dad’s in the 
basement a lot and Mom works and works. It’s sad she gave up trying—try to help when I’m 
home. Not home much. Moving home soon. Wonder if they’ll let me play PlayStation on the 
weekdays after school when I’m the one teaching kids. I’d play cards instead for Mom.

Who knows. Gotta wait and see. Gonna see. Gotta call the fam first. Gotta call Sean after.
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Nature's Fire
Hannah Carpenter
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Anathema
Elaine Hocker

My mother puts on her make-up.
painting away black and yellow rings,
evidence of wakeful nights. 
A weathered page of her night-stand bible,
made into a fresh canvas of pallid skin.

I learn to paint rose petals across
my cheeks, admiring the work 
of blackened lashes blinking back
to the unfamiliarity of what is mine.
I find solace in the vanity’s mirror,
Teasing me with a taste of somebody else.

The backdrop of my reflection
Reminds me of graffitied lips.
Cold shower tiles against naked
flesh, blood and water dancing 
together but never fully uniting.

I remember saturations of danger,
vibrations carried from the
engine to asphalt, asphalt
to my soles, like mercury
rising to meet my teeth.
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I feel the disappointment
of what my mother cannot know.
First grasping tightly to
his chest
my face
buried into his neck.

Without consent droplets
are torn from my eyes. Different
than those I met against the cold
bloodied tiles,
unwanted but welcomed.

There, a different kind of
Consent was needed,
expected. Instead
he kneels in pews each Sunday
asking to be forgiven
while denying he ever sinned.

But still I let the stones roll, leaving
empty tombs where the corpse
of what I was once slept
with bloodied palms, I call
my savior

Flying over the pavement,
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recognizing the proximity
of cracked ribs,
crushed skulls.

I give my grasp to the wind.
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On Fishing with My Father
Craig Heyne

My father’s fishing rod ripples the
River / lake / ocean
We came and claimed like columbus

The truck with kayaks on its back
With adapters I called
“Bunny ears” when I was a kid

But what comes with age
Is not a guaranteed maturity
But promised adversity

We swallowed sadness in this family.

When my father’s father died
He had a phone call with a suicide hotline
The operator fell asleep while he was crying

He tells me this over borrowed bass for polaroid pictures
He had a plan to jump out of his college dorm
I wondered if that plan was genetic

I swallowed my attempts for his sanity.
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His mother died when I was thirteen
I am privileged in that it was the only death that I remember
I had planned mine to be the next, several times

My father reminds me that one day his lure will sink to the bottom of this
River / lake / ocean
This land would be mine to grasp grass, and guide new offsprings.

The truck would be manual for me
This was the age i needed to have this talk
He talked about death like it was a laundry list of lullabies I had to sing to my children

A hung hush fell over the florida mist over the multiple bodies
of water we fished over the years
It swallowed us whole.
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My body a clock.
Liana Martin

Left foot points at ten, right foot at two. Eyes closed. I dance on music notes, the treble clef is 
my partner, he wraps his stem around my waist and we rock.

Left foot points at ten, right foot at two. Each limb in a different direction because here, here 
there is no time. There is no laundry to fold. No dogs to feed. No papers to write. No emails 
to send. No parents to please. No past to rehash. No future to fret over. There is a cool breeze 
entering the door. It tickles the pale pink cherry blossoms on its way in. It tickles the ant-sized 
hairs in my nose.

I breath deeply, in through the nose, out through the mouth. Wind fills me up. But I will 
never see all that Wind has seen. On its way here it passed the pale pink cherry blossoms and 
when the door shuts it will waft back into the world and it will see the man in brown tennis 
shoes. Brown, not to compliment his outfit, but brown from the mud he sunk into, he trudged 
through, to walk here from his home in the valley, for sixty minutes of silence, solitude, serenity, 
(or whatever they say), of inward reflection, of contorting his body in every which way, pushing 
the boundaries of his soul? Body? Where do we cross the line? Do I have enough soul to push 
my body, or is my body limited by the wandering soul unable to stay in the present? Wind 
knows the man in brown tennis shoes. Wind knows me. But does Wind know the place where 
body and soul collide?

In through my nose, out through my mouth. Wind tickles my ant-sized nose hairs. Glides over 
the squishy wrinkles inside of my skull. Massages the creases between my brows. Fills my lungs 
as I expand my chest. Heart reaches towards the sky, but Sternum does not allow it. Sternum 
says Heart always wants to reach out of the boundaries of its body but it serves too great of a 
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purpose. Heart wishes it were Spleen so it would not be asked to work day in and day out without 
recognition. Wind greets Heart. Heart is jealous because Wind has travelled the world, through 
pale pink cherry blossoms, knows the man with brown shoes, and the insides of Liana—along 
the squishy wrinkles of her skull. Heart does not understand why it works day in and day out 
without recognition. So Neurons moving along the axon potential will send the right messages, 
day in and day out? Heart does not understand why it works hard for places it will never see, 
sending blood throughout Liana’s body for reasons it does not know. Heart does not understand 
that Wind pays a price for fluidity. Wind sees all the world has to offer, the inside of people. But 
nobody sees Wind. Wind meets humans long enough to cleanse their bodies. But Wind leaves 
quickly and must carry their burdens back into the world when he leaves.
My body a clock.
Directionless, limbs go every which way. Black hair sweat drenched. Gravity holds me to the 
ground. Heart reaches, but Sternum won’t allow it. I lay on the floor. Left foot points at ten, 
right foot at two. I had nice turnout for a dancer. Cartilage between hip’s ball and socket wears 
thin; once it is gone, who will mediate their collisions? Cartilage an alarm. Time to stop danc-
ing. If colliding bones unprotected by cartilage stop me from dancing, can I still dance in my 
dreams? Is this the place where body and soul collide?

Work in an hour peels my boogying booty off the treble clef. But he was such a good dance partner.

Eyes closed. I dissolve every thought. In through the nose, out through the mouth. Go inside, 
says yoga teacher. The light within me shines to the light within all of you, says yoga teacher. 
Namaste, says class of twenty-five. Namaste, says Liana three-seconds behind the crowd, knowing 
the definition but not the meaning. 60 minutes is up. Eyes open.
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High Tide
Hannah Carpenter
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Under an Umbrella
Zach Karlovitz

(Click icon to view on Euphemism’s website)
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Storyboard
Allison Madura

Each night I will ask you to read me a poem
until you offer first
until you grab the book on the way to bed
until we lay in the dark and you whisper them to the back of my neck
in order
from memory
and blame me for this habit,
for poems you’ll never forget and
recite on accident when your mind wanders,
when you need to escape
to apricot sheets
and whispered verse,
when the room is cool and silent for the first time all day.

I will love you all hours of the night,
every toss and turn
sleep talking nightmare
sitting up in bed 
almost singing

“It’s okay”
because you are there.
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In the morning I’ll call you sunshine,
especially if it’s raining.
I’ll sing in the shower
and into my coffee,
discussing what flowers are in bloom, 
if I should take an umbrella 
or wear shoes,
start a garden, maybe
move to the mountains.

“You’ll miss the plains”
you say

this wind and these wildflowers
oceans of prairie grass
endless sky
(all are sunshine
like you).

So I’ll just keep pulling splinters from my feet
and cleaning dirt from between my toes,

I’ll just keep adding to the list 
on the back of my hand
always in smudgy ink and
in order of importance:
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love him
buy coffee
start a garden
pay rent

You’ll keep reading me poems at night
and sitting up to tell me it’s okay when I can’t sleep,
I’ll call you sunshine and ask the same questions again
and this is what we will do
until the world doesn’t need to pay rent,
runs out of coffee
and sunshine
and there are no more gardens, 
only wildflowers.
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Praying for Rain 
Alexis Adams

it’s been raining for two weeks straight and we’re still deep-south diving on the mildewed carpet 
of motel 6
profusely professing our love for one another through chalky conversation hearts
passed through sudorific fingers to skittish, tight-clenched fists
sweet
stale
and absolutely positively mad

just like carlotta’s rude and girlish disposition
the way she’ll belly laugh
kiss my cheek
and grin real hard after taking a hit from her ice blue bong
then end up with red lipstick on display between her two front teeth

if impenetrable fortitude is sacral, then surely we are modern gods

you:
all stubble
beer breath 
bloodied knuckles
and clemency

and me:
all mosquito bites
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and vaseline
prudence
smarts
and skin and skin and skin

now the storm clouds are growing dark
you sigh and say you cannot see the stars
but we both prayed for rain for years
and that’s exactly what we got
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An Angel’s Kiss
Brooke Heinkel

It haunts my life. Or I should say, it used to haunt my life. The words hurt, but the physical 
pain never did. I remember coming home from school every day in tears. Unable to stop my tiny 
body from shaking, trembling, shivering, crying. The words hurt more than I can remember.

I was born with, what is known as, “an angel kiss,” a beauty mark, or the generic term, 
birthmark. My mother loved my angel kiss because it was unique. Something God gave to me, 
she would always tell me. An angel kissed me on my neck and sent me away to be with my 
mother. I was her little girl, kissed by angels in heaven above.

My angel’s kiss was permanent on my neck, but it wouldn’t be for long. A large oval, flat to 
my skin, an appearance like a freckle but much bigger. However, the appearance changed over 
time. As I grew older, my angel kiss began to bubble, forming into a large mole.

Occasionally, people would stop and ask what was on my neck. Most normally it was my 
peers, but there were few occasions when adults would ask too. I told them that is was my 
unique mark God gave me. I told them that it came from one of God’s angels who he told to 
kiss me before I was sent to my mother. My peers enjoyed the story of how I received my angel 
kiss. There were always the ones, though, that never believed how I received the special kiss. 
Those were the kids who refused to see my angel kiss as a beautifully unique mark. One of the 
few who refused to see the unique beauty was, Ryan Jones.

I remember the day so clearly. I walked into my third grade classroom that day. Hair in 
perfectly symmetric pigtails, each with a bow tied around them. I felt beautiful in them, not 
ashamed of my neck. The class began to fill with more and more students. Some of the girls in 
my class commented about how much they liked my hair. My face formed a sweet smile with 
every generous comment. All the students were now in our third grade classroom, ready to 
learn and begin the day. My teacher, Mr. Barber, began the day with bell-work. Our assignment 
was listed on the board, written in blue ink, we were each told to write about our dream job. 
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I scribbled across my black and white composition notebook of the exact dream job I wanted. 
Our next instruction was to share in our group of four. I went first. I said I had always dreamed 
of being the next Miss America. Two of the girls in my group were also fascinated by the idea of 
being Miss America. However, Ryan told me that I wouldn’t be fit for that. He said in the harsh 
words, “You’re not even pretty. Not with something like that on your neck.” It hit me all at once. 
I had never been told I was ugly because of my angel kiss. My throat started to tightened, like 
the firm grasp the jaws of a snake has when eating its prey. I felt warm, as if I was out laying in 
the sun. I could feel the color of red seeping into my skin, spreading like a marker when it just 
touches a piece of paper. Then a drip. And another. And another. Until all of a sudden, my eyes 
were creating a personal waterfall. At that moment, the phrase, “Sticks and stones may break 
my bones, but words will never hurt me,” was not true to me anymore.

My teacher walked over and noticed my teary face. Of course he questioned what had 
happened. I had told him word-for-word what had occurred less than ten minutes ago. He took 
Ryan’s side and came to a conclusion. He would let Ryan off with a warning but nothing more. 
His reasoning was that he had not heard his exact words come from him. I sat back down and 
remained silent for the rest of the day. Not speaking to friends, not eating lunch, not making a 
sound. It felt like the day was never going to end after all that had went down.

The day finally ended. I made it home and went straight to my room, not mentioning a 
word to my mother. I picked up my purple handheld mirror and stared at my reflection, for 
what seemed like a lifetime. Staring at my face, degrading everything single thing about myself. 
Pointing out every flaw and blemish. I moved to my large wall mirror, turned around and held 
my handheld mirror high in the air. Catching a good reflection of my birthmark. I put my 
fingers over my birthmark, feeling every bump and rough spot. I felt like an alien.

I stared at that ugly and hideous mark on my neck, my birthmark. I refused to believe 
that it was anything made from God and his angels. I didn’t believe it was beautiful or unique. 
I wanted it gone. So, I began to pick at every bump. Little pieces after little pieces fell to the 
cold tile beneath my feet. Blood covered my finger nails like freshly painted nail polish. I felt 
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nothing. No pain. No tears. No emotion. I wanted to see it gone. Picking at it was my only 
solution to my disgusting problem. I was getting what I wanted. Beauty.

My self-image had changed drastically after that day. I began as a girl who was confident 
and happy about myself. I wasn’t afraid to show my angel’s kiss. After what Ryan had told me, 
I was unhappy with my self-image at such a young age. My hair covered my neck at all times. 
I went without ponytails for more than two years. Every other girl in school was comfortable 
with having their hair up and in pig tails, but not me. I was ashamed, afraid, self-conscience 
of my neck.

Three years later, my mom noticed a major difference in my birthmark. It was an unhealthy 
color and texture. The surface of my birthmark was more bubbled than before, it looked like 
burning caramel on the stove. The soft caramel color faded to a dark brown. Nothing about 
my mark looked healthy. Like all motherly instinct, my mother knew this wasn’t done by acci-
dent but rather on purpose. I had to tell her what happened just three years before. It was like 
opening up a shook up soda can. It all came out. My mother’s eyes filled with sorrow. I could 
tell that she was more hurt than I was at the time.

She scheduled an appointment to check my deformed birthmark. I never knew that what 
I was doing, just three years previous, was going to change my world upside down. What my 
doctor had told me broke my heart.

“Amber, do you know what cancer is?” said Dr. Shepherd.
“No. What is it?” I responded back in a quizzical manner.
“Basically, it is when your body has bad cells. They want to take over and control your body 

to make you really sick,” saying in a disheartening voice. Helping me understand what I had done.
“Will I be okay?” I asked as my held my tears back.
“You see Amber, we can catch your cancer early if we give you a simple operation. All we 

have to do is cut away your birthmark. Simple as that,” seeming like everything would go back 
to normal after the procedure, “You would have a scar left over. Your type of cancer could 
spread fast and make you really sick when you get older. We don’t want that to happen to a 
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sweet girl like you.”
My mom had asked a few questions to clarify what would be done. I was old enough to 

understand that it wasn’t a simple task, but I was also too young to realize that I was losing a piece 
that defined me. He had told my mother that I had melanoma cancer. When I had picked at my 
hideous birthmark, I was making it susceptible to the impure air. Basically, the air had helped 
to lead to my cancerous birthmark. I had to visit the office a lot to make sure that removing 
my birthmark was going to be the right thing to do for me. They would feel my neck, almost 
like a personal massage, and take multiple x-rays. They constantly checked the progression of 
the cancer. In the end, they decided that removing the birthmark was the best thing to do.

Surgery day came. I was hyperventilating, and crying, and shaking, and terrified for my 
life. I knew I was going in as a sad little girl, with no positive self-image, but coming out as a 
new girl with a normal neck. I wasn’t really sure if I wanted to see my birthmark gone. It was 
something that meant so dear to me. Something that my mother loved about me, and it worried 
me that she wouldn’t love me as much once I came out of surgery.

They wheeled me past dozens of open currents filled with other people who had just came 
out or were going into surgery. Before we entered the prep room, they handed me Snuffles. 
A little, pink elephant with two different faces. One face was happy, while the other one was 
sleeping. Dr. Shepard told me he was a great companion for when you were sad. Finally in the 
prep room, the lovely nurse with blonde hair and a button nose gave me a shot. The shot made 
my head spin in circles and my brain beat to the sound of drums pounding. Everything became 
a whirl, and I was under confusion. I remember seeing the worry on my mother’s face as they 
wheeled me away again to reach surgery room. From the surgery room, they gave me anesthetics. 
I counted back with the skittled flavored mask covering my nose and mouth, “Ten, nine, eight, 
seven, si—…” and I was gone. Gone, gone, gone. Falling deep into an endless hole of sleep.

I awoke from my slumber, with my mother sitting right by my side. I was still in a state of 
confusion. I had no memory of what had happened until my hand moved to the back of my 
neck. I slide my hand over the layers gauze and bandage tape. My eyes filled with tears. My 
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memories flooded in.
Today, I still reminisce about my once beautiful angel kiss. I long for my unique feature that 

defined me, and sometimes I regret what I had done. Letting those words hurt me that much. 
I had taught myself a lesson. Just because someone can use their words to hurt you, it doesn’t 
mean you have to sit there and take it. The phrase, “Sticks and stones may break my bones, but 
words will never hurt me,” came true to me again. Although I lost a piece of me, I regained a 
lot back. I have kindled a new self-image. I wear my hair however I want. Not having a care in 
the world about what I look like to others. It doesn’t bother me when people ask what is wrong 
with my neck. I have more confidence than ever before. I miss my angel kiss, but I love my 
scar even more. It defines the word natural beauty. My pain. My tears. My fear. It has all been 
wiped away. I have a new and beautiful angel kiss.
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Perennials
Alec Rigik

I remember when
we were Giants in our backyard.

Remember?
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December
Regina Spencer

   dwindling snow
whimsical glow

  auras that glisten
       that capture our vision

        like the glimpse reflection
    from an icicle

                   translucently shimmering 
           glimmering

       love that sparkles
          intensely amplifying

            our hearts
        gratifying

       our spirits with the
          embrace of

            kindness spreading
           the magic of
          joy singing
        gracefully

    waiting patiently
            anticipating anxiously

          with hope and faith
          intertwined

                    we are able to 
         believe in miracles
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            of peace decorating 
                   our lives vividly,

             relentlessly,
      continuously warming our souls

      from the frosty air
         that can be hard to bear

          in the December
         that I remember.
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Dream [7]
Christine O’Malley
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Dear Dad
Claire Bottom

Beneath my sole
men assert their rise,
rightfully—oppression ridden
and soiled skin for all to see.
I scream in faces of
others, how raging it is
the light outshining my
cleansed hands as they clasp
injured women in my
loose fingers—tightening with
every cry of injustice as
I choke them with my
Facts, the dirt
under my nails that can’t
be seen.
Or proven. Yet spewed in
meticulous pattern to
bash forward at your eyes
that look upon me
ungratefully so, a manner
I say to avoid you—
still my gaze wanders;
long past you and then further,
mouth running with silence
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speaking volumes against
my own case.
As footsteps track behind me
you let my head bow down.
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Until the Very End
Mason McCoy

“You’ve come to kill me, haven’t you?” he asks, his voice firm. “I can see that it weighs on you.”

The man before him is tall and thin, and stood in front of his counterpart with weary resolve.

“Do you remember when Sam was born?” he asked, a warm memory coating his tongue. “We 
were both so sure that she would never stop crying.”

The man before him did not move, only kept his eyes on his seated compatriot. His eyes seemed to shiver.

“I’ll never forget scooping that baby up in my arms,” he said, almost a whisper. “It’s moments 
like that that stay with you until the very end.” A smile, a hazy, hazy smile.

The man before him seemed to be fluttering, but his companion took little notice of it, if any at all.

“And when I handed her to you,” Like splintering glass there was a crack, barely audible. “I 
knew you were proud to be her uncle.”

The man before him shattered, smooth limbs and crystal particles twisting down into nothing.

He blinked a few times, seeing the tears in his own eyes without really feeling them. Looking 
into the cracked mirror, laced with spiderweb fissures that seemed to escape the edges of the 
frame, he remembered, just for a moment. 

But for the life of him, he could not remember what.
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Fire and Blood
Caitlyn Hartman

They were burning—
flesh sticking together

like the wet pages
of a book.

He tried to—
pull himself from her puddles,

sucked back in.
Consumed.
Concerned.

The tips of his fingers stuck
in strings to the skin

of her hips,
peeling her layers as they stuck

under his fingernails.

Flesh on fire.
Melting, molding, splashing.

He wondered what it would taste like.
To lick up her wax

and like it harden in his
belly.
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You’d Be My Sea
Emily Franke

(Click icon to view on Euphemism’s website)
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Skyline
John Saltz
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Stage Directions
Craig Heyne

(the stage should be open as nobody files in. this goes on for sometime. until an actor, with no recol-
lection of the script enters. the silence should be deafening like when a government has to respond to 
solvable domestic issues, like the second after a car crash, or when a childhood hamster dies. almost 
as if the silence carries its own sound, that goes on until the actor must breathe, if they must. typecast 
an actor who does not breathe, or can drown. drown them multiple times before showing them the 
script, that they cannot read or ever know the ending to. the play will end, tell them. they will know 
when it will. the audience will too. although if they can stay silent, the audience will beg for it not to 
end, and it might come as a surprise for some. the food for thought is important. the empty audience 
should have play bills in the form of suicide notes, and allowed to eat and discuss the play as it unfolds 
before them. the actor should plan for them inevitably breaking the silence but stay resilient other-
wise. the lights dim almost like the stage is an unclear dream. the actor is silent, until they are not.)
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Letter to St. Agnes
Julia Dieter

My father insists I caused the fall of man
Somewhere between pomegranate seeds on my tongue and
Simple melodies stuffed into my chubby palms
I escaped the gates of eden with nothing but leaves
And never looked back

Sometimes I can still hear the soft humming of my mother
Drifting through cracks in a bassinet of sharpened teeth
Floating slowly, she told me that women were impenetrable
as she stuffed my empty spaces with blood and cotton;
the reeds often sing the same songs she used to know.

Bathsheba led our exodus, dark bloody feet
Dragging toes across pale oak floors.
She held her breath instead of sighing,
Drowning children on dry land,
Her girls are bred for destruction.

Had you known I would lie alone and terrified,
Late night with seed sticking to my thigh?
Breathing lightly so I may be mistaken for asleep
Praying to whatever god is listening
That my lungs give out before I give up one more word?
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Had you known the landscape where my hips lay
Would fall victim to arson?
Ashes drifting towards slashed ankles,
Bruised soil sprouting weeds, growing legs and hands,
Grasping towards solitude, solemn and screaming?

Would you pray then? Would you kneel
The way your mother did?
Each morning starting new with thin clasped fingers
Begging redemption for the slut you bore;
Would you ask forgiveness?

When I sob with dry cheeks you tell me that god has a sense of humor
Dark and proud and it’s only funny when it’s not happening to you
I wonder if your mother cooed this while your head lay heaving on her chest, too.
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Trauma in the key of fire
Naudia Williams

I sat in a room across from my principal and the girl who set my hair on fire.

She gave me wet apologies but it could never give me back those minutes of my life being held 
in her hands.

7 days of suspended sorry’s just to say it was an accident. Feeling the scattering flames on my 
scalped melanin.

Nightmares and scriptures knotted in the pit of my stomach. The boogie man ain’t no monster 
no more. She wears 22 inch Brazilian and carries a lighter.

Mental breakdowns before school every morning. Collecting the ashed ego I had left.

Can’t shake the terror of another fire roaring my way. Depression and its diagnosis
As if a fire rising on my lineage wasn’t traumatic enough to be PTSD
Anxiety in my stuttering palms each time mama twist my Bantu knots and smoke her newports

When I smell smoke.
A nervous twitch in my neck, when I see the flicker of that colored kush crisp to a flame.
Mama said baby girl it’ll grow back just a little sulfur 8 and patience.

My mama, mason jarring my tears.
In my mama’s arms I almost forget my life is on fire.
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Mama wanting the arsonist to bruise
to deteriorate into oblivion;
Like my curls, like my smile.

I remembered pressing my palms to my eyes to protect them from the murmuring of the 
spasmed ligniter.

Crouching down not to ascend out of my ashes like a phoenix.
All in the matter of seconds her hands made a disfigured rainbow/
My body reeked of pocket change engulfed in coined coiled curls

She set fire to my face and fro.
She watched me helplessly burn.
I heard her make a mockery of my trauma.

I watched her wash the sin off her finger tips.

I watched her beg for forgiveness as if she deserved it.
She still recites sorry like she didn’t almost kill me
Like she didn’t turn me into a burning cross
She tried to sympathize never knowing how trauma tasted.

My hair was not hers to mutilate.
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My life was not hers to contemplate.

My veins still gnarls at the sight of fires runway and open hallways.

Where fear and fire met center stage.

But it seems the crowd finally dies down

And hopefully the inferno within won’t frighten me anymore.

Deep breaths turned into poems and here we are, in the midst of my black girl magic

I am a standing mural in the honor of the cinders that couldn’t choke me

A witch that won’t smolder

at the stake by your “apologetic accidents”

I learned in isolation to lull the trauma to sleep.

That surviving was my incantation,
My presence is spellbinding.

And in fire;
My black girl magic healed my 2nd and 3rd degree burns.

Beautiful battle scars from the cauldron that couldn’t cook me.
Maybe one day her wet apologies could put out the fire in my memory.
But for now this poem will fan the fire out for the world to see
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Food for Thought
Alec Rigik

Please feed me, Father,
for I have been starving myself
in hopes of a lighter spirit.
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July.
Emily Bauer

Why don’t we
steal the air
around us

climb on top the highest peaks
run through our own strangers’ pasts
let this atrocious heat melt what is piercing our sides.

Do you remember
what it was like
to be 7 years old?

Let’s listen to the beats
that the green trees make.
Remind me how to fly—
I’ll teach you how to sing.

From dust we are;
Did we sleep last night?
Don’t you mind this month of July?

I hope we will soon daydream
of this sky’s orange
drops it drips in your eyeballs
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and my ribs stretching wide—

We’ll peer in the windows
of future’s glass and on;
sprinting before it sees
us romanticizing its day-to-day.

Hey, do you ever
question combustion
caused by a
concoction of combative
and childlike questions

that poke and feel and stir
at you making you want
to run
without moving

Tonight we will
still haunt our lingering
pasts like ghosts who
enjoy company

Come on, honey
just take this hand already
and I’ll follow you
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to the park swings
where we like to be pushed higher;
letting our sparks creak
a harmony with the chains
submerged in rust.
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Beautiful
Emily Franke

(Click icon to view on Euphemism’s website)
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The Learning Curve
Chloe Nowicki

Wake up
Immediately vomit
Repress my anxiety all day
Try to combat my anxiety with exercise and lack of carbs
Mild torture in the form of seeing him most days of the week
Smoke to quell the voice in my head screaming my lack of self-worth (consequentially 

adding to my anxiety)
Nightmares imagining him with someone else. Nightmares so vivid and torturous that 

during waking hours the sight of him checking his phone or just seeing him was enough to 
send me racing to the toilet to empty my stomach

Wake up
Repeat
I stared down at my bitten nails clutching the stained, cheap material of the dingy apartment 

sink. I didn’t want to look up. I knew what I would see. Runny eyes, burst blood vessels all over 
my red, round face, and worst of all, self-loathing. Today was not nearly as horrible as the day 
before, I had even prepared by not eating anything past 6 in the evening. Then why did it still 
happen? Because I was on the perfect routine.

Months and months of trauma still wasn’t enough to make me stop loving him. Once I 
got my eating disorder under control, I was ready to finally start taking my power back, which 
I had so foolishly left in the clutches of someone who didn’t want or ask for it.

Feeling powerful and excited at parties for the first time in months, I explored my worth 
by controlling romantic situations. This meant guerilla makeout sessions at parties and utiliz-
ing online dating platforms. When I told him I was finally ready to move on, that’s when he 
realized he did want my power. Or maybe he wanted us to go back to how we were. Maybe he 
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wanted to touch me casually and hug me and talk to me again after months of ignoring the 
friendship and love we had shared because he knew he was losing me. And touching me had 
always worked before.

But it was different this time, and he fucking knew it was different. Of course all of the prog-
ress I had put in to hookups at parties and dates at coffee shops would evaporate at his touch.

And suddenly my face was back staring at the bottom of the bowl.
The summer was torturous. We stopped pretending that there wasn’t hurt between us at 

the beginning of the summer officially. No talking, no calling, no messaging. I left the country. 
His grandpa died.

There is nothing worse than watching a friendship die without it being spoken outright. 
There was nothing to finally say, “this is it, we’re no longer friends”. I should have known when 
we decided not to talk, but I thought that when I came back, things would reset. We could get a 
do-over. I didn’t want our years of meaningful connection to ultimately mean less than nothing.

The only way to survive was to let it go. I refused to have the same person control how I 
felt about myself and affect every aspect of my day to day life. He obviously didn’t care, so why 
should I? It was time to stop being pathetic. Time to take my life back. Time to let go of the 
drama and get back to being the person that I always was before. Confident and strong.

Months passed. I grew.
The weekend started with my brain feeling simultaneously like it was on fire and filled 

with melted rainbow sherbet. I snagged the scrunchie out of my hair to release the tension on 
my head, and the sherbet feeling spread. It was Saturday night, the air smelled crisp with the 
promise of autumn, and there was an energy that blew through the wind, scattering leaves on 
the pavement. I hopped in my car and headed to Annie’s house. I found myself sitting on her 
carpet as she prepared for the evening.

My friend Alex was dicking her around, not being honest with his feelings, the kind of shit 
that left Annie in a state of romantic limbo. He wanted to be with her, and instead of telling 
her that his feelings made him yearn for her, was ambushing her with thoughtful dates. The 
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only problem was she didn’t know they were dates until they were together at the movies and 
he was fishing for her hand in the popcorn barrel. Her delicate brow pinched together as she 
detailed his antics, a tiny fist on her hip as she brushed her small white teeth. She curled her 
dark hair and waddled into her champagne colored car to follow me to my place. She wanted to 
go to the house show where Alex was playing drums in his band. I insisted on a bottle of wine 
first. I slathered on some makeup and we popped by The Jungle to grab our friend Gary. The 
Jungle was a scummy claptrap house only a college boy with no standards of living could love.

After making slick stop by the liquor store to purchase a bottle of rum small enough to 
nestle into my purse, we made it to the party. The bottle didn’t live there long. We brought 
the house to life, the people swaying in the basement couldn’t help but participate when we 
danced for the live band. The tiny bottle was passed and lost in the crowd. Then it gets blurry, 
the details run together. The lights danced on the wall, blurbs of green, blue, and pink, and a 
giant loomed before me. He had to duck to stand in the basement. I sidled up to the giant, and 
at the back of the room by the couches and discarded beer cans, we kissed.

I stopped him a few times to tell him to relax, too much tongue. He asked if he could go 
home with me. If you can’t take simple instructions while we’re kissing then how can I trust 
you with something more advanced? Hard no, giant man. You can have my number though. 
Your phone is dead? I’ll send you the first text.

Annie and Gary were waiting for me outside. We moved on, the night wasn’t over. We 
stopped by an open mic, went back to my place, a hoard of friends took us to another house, 
until finally we were all back in our own beds. The next day it was as if nothing had happened, 
the only indicator were the texts on my phone and my neck pain from looking straight up at 
the giant.

-Please don’t text my boyfriend winky faces and call him bb.
-I’ll block him. He didn’t tell me he had a gf, I’m sorry. Fuck.
-Did you hook up with him?
-We made out at a party last weekend.
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-Wow. I’m a horrible person. Was it Saturday? Are you the girl who came here?
-It was Saturday, and if here is the house show then yeah.
-No he brought some other girl back to my apartment, I guess.
-No, not me.
-Okay thanks well I’m kicking him out talk to him if you want…I’ve been with him a 

year and a half and he’s ruined my life so just a warning. I didn’t listen to his ex-girlfriend 
and I should have…I’m packing up his stuff while he’s at work he has nowhere to go…I 
feel bad. I really need to move on but he’s like my only good friend. Fuck.

-If he wants to be a lying sack of shit while simultaneously destroying his living situa-
tion that’s on him, not you. You don’t owe him anything now that the trust that you had is 
gone. And I’m sure that that’s not true. There are people that love you and care about you 
and want to see you be your best self. You deserve someone who respects you.

-Thank you for not being a shitty person and making me feel worse.
-Like I said, I would have never done anything with him if he had said anything about 

a girlfriend. I probably should have asked first, though.
I felt bad for my new friend, a girl caught up in somebody else’s bullshit. If I was a flower 

and she was a flower, the giant was smooshing her beneath his foot. I had only just started to 
blossom, and knew how scary the initial growing process could be. I believed in her.

He was here yesterday. In a caravan holding some of my dearest friends, he stood out as bad 
egg in a carton of good. I couldn’t make eye contact, I would have gone insane. We hugged for 
a half second. If he was going to act cold, then I was going to act frozen. I didn’t participate 
when he joined the group, walked away when I needed to, but was still hurt and offended when 
he did the same. Even though the tension snapped in the air whenever we were around each 
other, even when I couldn’t muster up enough energy to care about the story he was telling, and 
even when I saw him texting his ex, knowing that they haven’t spoken for a while, I couldn’t 
stop myself from saying:

“I miss being your friend.”
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Dream [8]
Christine O’Malley
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A Strange and Bitter Crop
Elisa Williams

If bodies hang from
trees like strange fruit, what are they

when they hit the ground?
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Candlelight
Blake Kilgore

Brother Darian leaned over, placed his hands on the iron bars. They were cold, and his fingers 
ached at the touch. He gripped against the pain and leaned back hard, putting his weight into 
the pull. The heavy door coughed, grinding on the hinges, a low moan punctuated by cracks 
and whispers. Pitch black and the smell of paper drifted out of the chamber, and Brother Darian 
breathed deep, closed his eyes.

This moment was joy. Shelves of manuscripts, the written wisdom of ages, filled the sub-
terranean vault. In this sacred place Brother Darian felt the company of the Holy from bygone 
ages sitting around him, waiting only to be remembered. Caring for each text with the hovering 
preservation of a mother, Brother Darian rarely indulged in reading. That was for others, the 
Elders who might comprehend. He was merely a servant, and this pleased him.

Nevertheless, sometimes, as he ventured into the dark, the light from his candle fell along 
the edges of the sacred works illumining memoirs, recollections of the masters, and he paused. 
Like the candlelight, his understanding of the Divine could warm and cheer him in the midst 
of gloom, but it still cast shadows, could not penetrate all things. He longed for the triumphant 
victory, when the Light of Lights would infuse all things from all ages, connecting and purifying 
and making them whole.

Inside the chamber was a small desk sitting beneath a high window, which, during the day, 
let in just enough light to read. It was still dark this morning, so he lit several extra candles, 
the golden wax of previous burns congealed at the base of each candlestick like tiny ancient 
fortresses. He read slowly, like a chant, and the pages were tender between his fingertips, and 
he could feel a rhythm like prayer. He was awed by the humility of the text, immortal secrets 
on fragile paper. Hunched, he leaned near the glowing wicks, eyes dancing with the flicker over 
the ancient letters, though he did not understand, and was discomforted by the unknowing. 
Nevertheless, hope pervaded his thoughts.
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Then, from deep in the archive he heard a hum, low and steady, and it had the sound of 
humanity, but more beautiful. It was not the hour of prayer, and even if it were, none wor-
shipped here, underground. Brother Darian rose, setting aside his beloved text, and followed 
the vibrations that reached out to him like yearning hands.

“Please, help me!”
A whisper, and in the far corner of the chamber, where there should have been only darkness, 

a dim glow undulated mournfully. Brother Darian heard the turning of pages, and lamentation. 
He rose, walking deeper into the archive, toward the glow.

“Hello…who’s there?”
But the light disappeared, suddenly; the gloom surged again, heavy, and Brother Darian 

had to pause until his eyes adjusted. He held the candle aloft, rounded the corner of shelves, 
and saw the testament resting on its spine, open to the heavens. There were drops of moisture 
on both pages.

When Brother Darian picked up the tome, a breeze swirled on his left and he felt a presence, 
ominous and good at once. Then he heard footsteps, moving back to the desk where he had 
been reading, and he followed the sound, but then there was silence and the air became still.

When he approached the desk, the book he had been reading before was closed, and a 
golden crucifix lay upon the cover. Five other small books were open, and each exposed page 
was stained with tears and drops of wax, ugly green, running from corner to corner, and foulness 
rose to his nostrils when he bent to read each title.

Each was penned, long ago, by a famous hermit and stylite, St. Constaic the Wise, who 
once lived in a cave on an island, far away, at the edge of the world, and also, later, atop a barren 
pillar in the desert. Brother Darian looked at the book in his hands, and it was also attributed 
to the Saint. When he opened the manuscript to the tear-stained page, it too was soaked with 
the foul wax.

Brother Darian sat in his chair and stared at the books, alert. His skin went cold and wet, 
and he shuddered. The stories were true – he was being visited, by Saint Constaic or another. 
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Brother Darian understood what was being asked, yet struggled to obey. Who was he to have 
such a vision?

Nevertheless, he held the first of the stained tomes near the flame, but quivered with fear, 
and sat it back down. The foul smell burned in his nose, painfully, and he heard more weeping, 
back in the archive. But he could not make this decision; he was only a servant. Perhaps it was 
not a vision, but a demon, sent to tempt him to do irreparable damage, to rob the world of 
wisdom - a map for the illumined, to find their way home.

Rushing to the doors, he closed them to whatever spirit lurked within and then fled to his 
cell, fell to his knees, and began cycling the knots of his prayer rope with frantic urgency. Soon 
his habit was clinging to his skin, soaked in perspiration. He was shivering. His nose still ached, 
hot and dry, with the odor of the corrupted wax.

Brother Darian prayed until his eyes faded and a layer of salt coated his finally dried skin. 
Then he rose to seek his Elder, that he might beseech some guidance. But when he opened 
the door of his cell, the monastery was silent. It was night again, though it should have been 
mid-morning.

Many evenings Brother Darian walked the halls of this home, and the countless familiar 
sights and sounds provided a secure hedge, protected him against the intrusions of the Evil One, 
from fear of darkness, and from himself. The soothing charm of muted candlelight, flickering 
from beneath and behind cracks of shut cell doors was indication of brothers holding vigil. The 
rhythmic creaking of aged wooden floors, groaning under steady prostrations, testified to those 
sacrificing restful bodies for the remote hope of a peaceful soul. Echoing along stone walls was 
the melancholy chorus of brothers on different steps up the ladder, each humming the monotone 
chant, but everyone unique - strident or mournful, resistant or submissive, striving or at rest. 
And a cloud of burnt or burning incense filled every corner, breathed in and around all of them, 
a constant reminder of the Infinite Divine, who wished to restore, but could not be ignored.

But now the only sound Brother Darian heard was the pattering of his feet and the pounding 
of his heart. There were no prostrations and no songs. His nostrils still scalded with the putrid 
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odor of the hideous green wax. His eyes watered and his head began to ache. And there was no 
light, no evidence of a single candle.

He ran from one end of the monastery to the other, and found all silent, but it was a 
heavy stillness, and then he heard a distant sound, like steam escaping, pressured through a 
tiny fracture. The sound was not truly afar, but in his brain, and it was mounting, rapidly. It 
became the thunderous rancor of a mighty waterfall, and Brother Darian fell to the ground in 
pain, covering his ears.

The throbbing shrieked through his mind and blood spilled from his ears, covering his fin-
gers and running down his wrists, dripping onto the floor and pooling thick and black beneath 
his eyes. He screamed, blaring high and guttural; he tasted blood and metal, felt the green wax 
slithering down his throat, wondered at the strange sound of his own voice. Bellowing again, 
he understood, felt the nub in his mouth, the tattered remnants of a tongue sheared at the 
base, and plunged disbelieving fingers into his bloody maw for confirmation. They came out 
stained, and Brother Darian sprawled prostrate in the puddle of blood, mumbling incoherent 
prayers to the Divine.

The waterfall screamed again, but this time from deep in the building; it hissed contemp-
tuously, and Brother Darian knew that it came from his beloved archive. Rising, stained with 
blood on hands and heart, he rushed down the stairwell, and the horrid smell burned hotter 
and viler with each breath. His mouth watered and he drooled sloppily, and when he wiped it, 
saw green wax mingled with blood, on his hands.

Now lights were dancing brightly from near the archive and the air was scorched. The 
hissing sound of boiling water became deafening. Brother Darian fought against wounds and 
dread, walked through the already open doors of the archive. Steam was gusting from the green 
sludge, which was oozing from the six tainted books, had poured down the desk and burned 
an acidic hole in the floor. His Elder was in the room, scooping the polluted wax into the Holy 
Chalice, and then offering the defiled communion to his brothers, who dutifully fell in line to 
consume the sickness.
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When each man swallowed the false offering, he moved to the book shelves and began to 
heave, bending full over the ancient tomes. Moaning loudly, like the sound of wind hissing 
through a canyon, each swayed drunkenly, and then regurgitated green filth upon the holy 
texts, which immediately burst into flame. Hundreds of the books were already burning and 
the room filled with wretched smoke.

Brother Darian had spent most of his years preserving these books and he fell to his knees 
in defeat, weeping uncontrollably. But pure light glowed from above the crucifix-guarded tes-
tament of St. Contaic, and again Brother Darian heard the voice pleading.

“Please, help me!”
Brother Darian gazed at the fading light of the Saint and tried to speak, but made only 

garbled sounds. The wax continued to flow steady from the six marked books, leeching into 
the vestments of the Elder until it climbed over and turned his robe and crown to flame, and 
he was engulfed in black smoke.

All of the archive was aflame, and the light of the Saint was gone.
The black pillar surrounding the Elder popped and whined and a slimy green hand reached 

out and grasped the golden crucifix that lay atop the protected testament, which, once vulnera-
ble, burst instantly into flame. But the Elder also stumbled away, shrieking, and the crucifix fell 
from his smoldering hands, back on the table, ringing with the bell sound of morning prayers.

Then each of the brothers fell in line, again, and greeted their Elder one last time before 
climbing down into the abyss. Brother Darian could hear the crackle and pop of flames that 
licked over the lip of the chasm, and he could hear the screeching of terrorized and agonizing 
souls, but the brothers could not hear, and descended.

Brother Darian began to crawl toward the fissure, slipping on the shimmering wax that 
covered the entire floor of the archive. He called out a warning to his brothers, but his tongue 
was gone, and he could not articulate the words they needed to hear. Finally the Elder bowed 
before him and climbed down into the flames, and the room filled with black smoke that burned 
sorrow into the cells of Brother Darian’s flesh. He dragged himself to the edge of the void, 
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peering down into the cavern, and he knew they were gone, consumed by lies, alone for eternity.
But he still heard the bell tolling for morning prayers, and he saw the crucifix aglow, and lay 

hold of it, and felt his body caressed by gentle hands, and a bright light surrounded him; it lifted 
him out of the burning, contaminated archive, and carried him to his cell, and put him to sleep.

mmm

Brother Darian awoke to a bare ceiling, cracked and stained by time and oft-burning can-
dlelight. He clicked the back of his teeth with his tongue and remembered. Then, springing to 
the floor, face first, so that cold chilled his cheeks, he offered tears of thanksgiving.

Beseeching Divine courage, he opened his cell door and walked into the hallway, and fa-
miliar sights and sounds had returned. It was mid-morning. As he walked toward the stairwell, 
the Elder called his name and he turned, approaching with his head bowed.

“Brother Darian, I would like for you to see if we have the six tomes of St. Constaic, from 
his time of solitude, when he was at the edge of the world. I have already examined his lonely 
volume from his period atop the pillar in the desert, but those words remain a mystery. I would 
know the concrete path of salvation that he obtained while still a young man, when he was filled 
with boldness. It is said that he lays out a clearer path on those leaves, urging strict adherence 
to a systematic set of rules for salvation. I believe that if I can learn these and teach them to our 
brothers, we might descend into the heart of the supernatural. Go and be profitable, my son, 
and may God bless you.”

Brother Darian bowed and kissed the hand of the Elder, then dashed into the chamber that 
had given him so much joy. Now, he was afraid. Hastening to the table inside the room, he saw 
the single volume, protected beneath the golden crucifix, which glimmered in the morning light.

When he arrived at the ominous bookshelf, Brother Darian found the six tomes were 
missing, replaced by a three-pronged candelabrum of pure white candles, with wax that did not 
melt. He took hold of the light and searched about the archive, at last finding the six volumes 
toppled haphazardly into the stove. Turning the candles toward the books, the pages curled and 
retreated and odorous green smoke emerged, hissing loudly, but retreating from the light. After 
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several toxic bursts of flame, the pages and green murk were consumed, and Brother Darian 
walked back to his desk, weary with fear and duty.

But when he returned, the solitary tome was laid open. Drawing the white 
flames near, he found all of the letters were illumined. But some lines were brighter: 

“Lord, have mercy on me, a sinner. I am unwise; a fool who records the beauty and sorrow 
of this world. I pray my audacity brings no harm to any of these little ones. And if I fail, grant 
wisdom to your children, to see what is true, and to burn away all my errors, and may every 
soul find You, O Righteous and Holy!”

– St. Constaic the Wise

The wax crown of each of the three white candles turned soft, milky, spilled over and slid 
down the edges, into the pan of the candelabra.

And incense filled the archive.
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Some Street Corner in Nashville
John Saltz
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Swings and Smiles
John Saltz
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Deadwood Delicacy
John Golden
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Dreamer pt. III
Alec Rigik

Do you remember fending off those women? The ones waving Rosemary and threatening curses over 
silver pieces.

Do you remember the golden hue of the cathedral in the square? Or were you too busy marveling at 
the stones beneath your feet?

Asleep, like I was.
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Trains, Sloths, and Yoctoseconds
Kaitlyn Reed

Last Saturday, I spent my entire day watching the American version of The Office. I watched 
the last half of the eighth season as well as the entire ninth season. Of course, I should have 
been doing more productive things like sweeping or reading or doing the research for a major 
presentation that was due in a few days, but I had plenty of time to get to the presentation. What 
did it matter if I watched an episode or two? That type of thinking stood in stark contrast with 
Darryl on the third episode of the ninth season, “Andy’s Ancestry,” who bragged about saving 
ninety seconds by brushing his teeth in the shower. He ended up wasting those precious ninety 
seconds that he saved by bragging about them. Darryl spent the rest of the episode trying to 
save time in other ways. Darryl placed so much value in his time saving measures, which was 
evident by his bragging and his continuance in engaging in time saving actions.

Our current global timekeeping symbol is rather simple. There are twenty-four time zones 
that stem out from Greenwich. Each year has twelve months, fifty-two weeks, and three hun-
dred and sixty-five days with twenty-four hours in a day. Time varies by location, but all time 
is based off Greenwich Meridian Time or GMT. This was not always the case. As late as the 
mid- nineteenth century, people were using local time. Local time was set by each town meaning 
that every place had a different time (Zerubavel 5). The need for a standardized time arose as 
the world became smaller with the increased ease of crossing land and sea because of steamships 
and railways: “The more spatial separation is overcome … the more urgent and important is 
the need for a general, matching calculation of time” (qtd. in Beacock). In 1875, American 
railways recognized over 75 different local times with three of those times being in Chicago.

The railway network drove the institution of standard time zones; however, Charles F. Dowd 
developed the time zone concept itself. Each new time zone would be fifteen degrees longitude 
apart starting at Greenwich in England. Each zone would relate to Greenwich Meridian Time in 
differentials of hours. In an attempt to make GMT the international standard, an International 
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Meridian Conference was held in 1884 and was attended by twenty-five countries (Zerubavel 
13). At the end of the conference, it was generally agreed upon that Greenwich would be the 
meridian, but not every country adopted it.

Opposition to the standardization of time was an issue of power, control and autonomy. In 
1907, a British reader wrote to a newspaper, The Spectator, stated that time reform “proposes to 
put us to bed and get us up by Act of Parliament. Personally, I like to choose my own time for 
these operations” (qtd. in Beacock). The reader wanted his autonomy, so he could decide when 
he would start and end his day, which he felt Parliament was encroaching on. The institution 
of standardized time left people feeling controlled by their governments without a choice in the 
matter. In Bombay, India, factory workers and cotton mill hands protested the institution of 
Indian Standard Time or Greenwich Meridian Time. They questioned the legitimacy of having 
British time imposed on them by their government without their consent (Ogle). Is spending 
my Saturday watching The Office a subconscious effort to assert my own autonomy that I have 
the right and the ability to choose how to spend my time?

The issue of power and control extends to how we measure time today. The smallest 
measure of time is the yoctosecond followed by a zeptosecond and an attosecond. A yocto-
second is a septillionth of a second or 10-24 seconds (ChemistryViews). For those of us (like 
me) who cannot fully fathom what that means, it is twenty-four places after the decimal or 
0.000000000000000000000001. A yoctosecond is so small that it is amazing that it can even be 
measured. The yoctosecond was developed to aid in understanding the movement of subatomic 
particles like electrons. To measure something gives one power and control over it because they 
can define it. There is such an obsession and a need to control time that it can be measured to 
twenty-four places after the decimal in order to measure something as puny and insignificant 
as a subatomic particle.

People who waste time are often viewed as procrastinators and as lazy. Laziness has always 
been viewed negatively. In Christian religions, laziness is viewed as sin; it is not just any sin, but 
one of the seven deadly ones: sloth. The seven deadly sins are known to be lust, gluttony, avarice, 
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wrath, sloth, pride, and envy. While the bible mentions all the seven deadly sins in different 
places, there is no actual list of them in it. During the late sixth century in his work, Moralia on 
Job, St. Gregory the Great, who later became a pope, compiled the list (“Seven Deadly Sins”). His 
list, in order from least to most serious, is lust, gluttony, sadness, avarice, anger, envy, and pride. 
In St. Gregory the Great’s list, he did not even include sloth; it replaced sadness at a later date. 
Laziness and time wasting has become a sin, which is something that taints the immortal soul.

In this light, my watching of The Office, especially when I had other more important things 
to do, is more than a huge waste of valuable time; it is sinful. Why is it considered a “waste” to 
spend my time like that? I did have other things to do, but I enjoyed watching the show and it 
is something that I had been wanting to do. I did regret spending my Saturday that way, when 
the night before it was due, I spent seven hours in the library working on my presentation. 
During those long hours, I cursed whatever had possessed me to watch a season and a half of 
The Office. I plagued my roommate for introducing me to the show. I blasted my professor 
for having the nerve to even assign the presentation in the first place. The only thing I blessed 
that night was the coffee and its free refills. Currently, I do not regret spending my Saturday 
that way though; it seems that I only regret procrastinating in the moment that it causes me 
grief. Nevertheless, I can be considered slothful for I wasted precious time. I wonder how many 
yoctoseconds I wasted.

But what about the poor sloth, the animal whose namesake is sin? The sloth is just an an-
imal who does not deserve such a negative light. Sloths move very slow and only travel about 
forty-one yards a day on average (“Why Are Sloths So Slow?”). On average, a sloth sleeps for 
15-18 hours a day. Sloths move so slow and sleep a lot because it helps them to conserve energy. 
Sloths’ diet consists of low-energy foods such as leaves, stems, buds, and some fruit, which is why 
they need to conserve as much energy as possible. This diet requires a special digestive system: 
a sloth’s stomach has four chambers, which is similar to a cow’s. Even a sloth’s digestive system 
is slow because some foods can take up to a month to digest. This slow metabolism benefits 
sloths because it helps them to survive injuries that would kill most other animals (“Two-toed 
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Sloth”). Why does everything and everyone need to move quickly? A sloth can move fast when 
defending itself from predators, but otherwise, out of necessity to conserve energy, it does not 
need to move fast. The sloth is a symbol of sin due to its slowness because slowness wastes time. 
A sloth does not need to be swift and in fact, it may be more harmful to them because it is a 
misuse of energy.

Kevin Malone, another person on The Office, is much like a sloth. Kevin’s idea to save time, 
thus being swift in communication, was a misuse of his energy as well. He decides to say as few 
words as possible in order to get his point across: “So me think: why waste time, say lot word 
when few word do trick?” (“The Incentive”). Kevin’s time saving idea wastes more time than it 
saves because Andy, Pam, Jim, and he spend over an hour in Andy’s office trying to understand 
what Kevin is doing. In this instance, trying to save time and being quick in communication 
ultimately caused more harm than good.

As the world grew smaller, time was standardized to ease communication. The railroads no 
longer needed to recognize seventy-five different local times. Streamlining time ignored peo-
ple’s rights to control themselves because their respective governments did that for them. This 
obsessive need to control time and others led to the creation of yoctoseconds. So now, down 
to twenty-four places past the decimal point, people can say how much time something takes. 
Coupled with the ability to measure time so accurately is the denigration of the people who waste 
it; sinful it is labelled. The unfortunate sloth, whose only crime is conserving energy, is named 
for sin. Those that strive to save time, like the Darryls and the Kevins, only end up wasting it. 
Should I be a Darryl or a Kevin who at least attempt to save time? I think that I would prefer 
to be a Jim Halpert who spends his time doing what he enjoys: playing pranks on Dwight.
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Hoenikker
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I Steal
Alexis Adams

I steal because I’m bored
I steal because I want to
because I’m stupid
because I want things
because I deserve to want to want things
because the rich white girl with the languid face went to the mall with a plastic sandwich bag
that she filled with ornate gemstone cocktail rings
that she stuffed up her cunt in the changing stall
because she won the genetic lottery
and I think I’d like to be a winner too
because the rich white girl with the languid face
wears four rings on each finger like a set of brass knuckles
and the boys say the rings make her look real tough
and I think I’d like to look tough too
because the rich white girl with the languid face
caught me staring at her tits in the locker room
so she balled her hand into a fist
then she punched me right square in the nose
and when the blood started running down my lips
all I could taste was cunt
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Stay
Megan Nierenhausen

Fan on, check
Music on, check,
He’ll be here soon, so I guess this is what I want

He arrives, like time and time before
A quick peck on the cheek, then to the bedroom—nothing new
Forehead kisses as if it means something
Gently ripping clothes off…fast, greedy, what the hell am I doing

I remind myself that I am using him, not the other way around

The fan is dusty, if I focus enough, I can see the dust bunnies with judging eyes
Stupid music, I should have thought of better songs
Tangled up in sheets, legs, arms, I guess this is what I want

He finishes, like time and time before
A quick peck on the cheek before he leaves, then to the door
Forehead kisses as if it means something

I remind myself that I am using him, not the other way around
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A Moment
Emily Kinasz
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Illuminate
Emily Kinasz
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Untitled 5
Emily Franke
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Day One
Megan Nierenhausen

Black and white works for awhile,
but what about explosions of
purples, yellows, greens, and blues?

I kissed her that night and God
I thought I might die
The smell of your hair, the touch of your skin,
I would savor this moment until
we would, inevitably, fall apart.

The compulsivity of wanting to take
your colors and smear them on every wall.
Leaving a trace of you wherever I go.
That way people can see—
your radiant colors too. 

I cried that night when I told you I loved you
And you realized
it could never be.
And your touch, your smell, and your beauty—
that was always attached to a string of sadness,
would soon become just a blurred memory
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Untitled 4
Livvie Juhl

my entire life existing in feelings that i think are permanent, negated, redacted almost im-
mediately. and this one different. or very much the same. but something i’ve never known 
before.

a warmth emitted from two suns. safety in closeness, in being intertwined.

feeling small in a way i’ve always wanted. this feeling for once not connected to my body or the 
idea of me. smallness as comfort, that in this world i am only one person, one being, capable 
of the infinite tides of emotions formerly referred to as a flaw.

i am not afraid of endings, only beginnings.

the very human mistake of turning others into homes, but we don’t seek shelter.

i thought people were only born as halves, never imagined how big existence can feel when you 
combine two complete beings.

i like getting lost, comfort in the inevitable, leaning into what makes my stomach drop.
and i like those things better with you.
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Cancer
Hannah Carpenter
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